
The Formesse name is synonymous with top-quality fitted sheets, protective 

covers for mattresses and pillowcases that will give you many years of reliable 

service – all made in Germany. We keep 6,000 different products permanently 

in stock for you. So we can deliver promptly should you, for example, require 

a bedsheet for an extra-high, oversize mattress in a particular colour. And if 

you need a bespoke fitted sheet or protective cover, our non-standard size 

service is there to help.

 

The following pages provide an overview of our products and their features, 

as well as highlighting the similarities and differences between them. 
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Fitted sheets
Of course there are differences between our sheets, such as the type of cotton and 
finish, whether we use yarn or thread, and how the jersey is processed, and the 
difference is ultimately reflected in the price. This allows us to address different 
categories of customer. However everyone who buys Formesse has one desire in 
common: they wish to buy a top quality product.

We invite you to immerse yourself in our product worlds – from the majestic to 
the everyday, but always in the outstanding quality that is typical of Formesse. 
And with loving attention to every detail. 

The differences between our fitted sheets are not always apparent at first glance. 
Our sheets have a lot of features in common. After all, Formesse stands for high-
quality fitted sheets that will be with you for many years to come. With permanently 
brilliant colours and without pilling. Our sheets are especially prized for their opti-
mum combination of elasticity and recovery. Which makes them easy to fit with no 
irritating wrinkles.



her royal highness – a high-quality jersey fitted sheet in
54 beautiful colours. Enriched with aloe vera and silk proteins.

The queen 
of fitted sheets.

made from:
97% long-staple cotton yarn
3% elastane
Supercombed, gassed
With aloe vera & silk proteins

Bella Donna Jersey has been part of our range for over 20 years and is our undisputed bestseller. 
This fitted sheet is made from a long-staple, two-ply cotton yarn, processed and finished to the 
highest quality. The result is a fitted sheet with exceptional pilling values and outstanding longevity. 
The fine knitted structure, enriched with aloe vera and silk proteins, lends Bella Donna Jersey a 
delicate feel and subtle sheen. The sheet itself is remarkable for its very opaque, noticeably heavy-
weight quality. This shows we use a lot of raw product, making the sheet naturally durable and 
long-lasting. Its very elaborate finish, plus the use of double-plated elastane, give Bella Donna Jersey 
its unique elasticity and recovery. All this puts Bella Donna Jersey firmly in the premium class of 
fitted sheets.
 

Good to know:

54 colours in stock for standard and box-spring mattresses, and toppers •	

Non-standard size service for duo beds and individual bespoke orders•	
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What all our fitted sheets have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

No pilling, colourfast and exceptionally long lifespan•	

Wrinkle-free fit thanks to high elasticity and recovery•	

Exceptionally wide range of colours and sizes always in stock•	

Made in Germany•	



Something very special 
made even better.

Elegance and a perfect fit – the premium version of our Bella Donna.
With an even finer feel, a beautiful sheen and brilliant colours thanks to mercerisation.

made from:
96% long-staple cotton yarn
4% elastane
Mercerised, supercombed, gassed
With aloe vera & silk proteins

As the name suggests, Bella Donna Premium shares many of the exceptional qualities of our 
Bella Donna Jersey sheet – however it is even more exclusive. The sheet has an even finer and more
uniform loop structure, and an exquisite sheen thanks to mercerisation really makes it stand out.
This additional finishing step is a very sophisticated one. We employ a special mercerising technique 
that maintains the fabric’s elasticity and recovery – precisely the properties that make our Bella Donna 
sheets so highly prized. 
 

Good to know:

24 colours in stock for standard mattresses•	

Non-standard size service for box-spring mattresses, toppers, •	

duo beds and individual bespoke orders
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What all our fitted sheets have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

No pilling, colourfast and exceptionally long lifespan•	

Wrinkle-free fit thanks to high elasticity and recovery•	

Exceptionally wide range of colours and sizes always in stock•	

Made in Germany•	



Bella Sephina is an upper mid-range fitted sheet. It lies somewhere between Bella Donna 
Jersey (high-end) and Bella Gracia (entry model in the world of luxury fitted sheets). Made 
from high-quality compact yarn with a wonderfully soft and cosy feel, it is not quite as heavy 
as our Bella Donna Jersey. But you can still tell that lots of cotton has been finely knitted into 
a long-lasting sheet. The elastane content ensures perfect elasticity without overstretching, 
thereby guaranteeing an impeccable fit for many years to come. 
 

Good to know:

36 colours in stock for standard mattresses•	

Everyone’s 
favourite fitted sheet.

best friend ever –  a fine jersey fitted sheet made from
high-quality compact yarn with elastane.

made from:
96% cotton
4% elastane
Combed
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What all our fitted sheets have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

No pilling, colourfast and exceptionally long lifespan•	

Wrinkle-free fit thanks to high elasticity and recovery•	

Exceptionally wide range of colours and sizes always in stock•	

Made in Germany•	



Enter into the world of luxury fitted sheets with our Bella Gracia. This sheet is made with 
compact yarn and is a trusted companion, setting a high benchmark for quality. Made from 
high-quality, combed cotton, it is the lightest fitted sheet in our range. However compared to 
other products in the market, a lot of cotton has been used in making this sheet, so our Bella 
Gracia offers very reliable and appealing quality at an attractive price. Bella Gracia – luxury 
for one and all.
 

Good to know:

54 colours in stock for standard mattresses•	

15 colours in stock for box-spring mattresses and toppers•	

Non-standard sizes service for duo beds (individually adjustable mattresses)•	

Enter the world of 
luxury fitted sheets.

everybody‘s darlingeverybody‘s darling –  a reliable elastane fitted sheet made–  a reliable elastane fitted sheet made
from high-quality, combed, compact cotton yarn. Tempts you with itsfrom high-quality, combed, compact cotton yarn. Tempts you with its
54 beautiful colours and superb fit.

made from:
97% cotton
3% elastane
Combed
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What all our fitted sheets have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

No pilling, colourfast and exceptionally long lifespan•	

Wrinkle-free fit thanks to high elasticity and recovery•	

Exceptionally wide range of colours and sizes always in stock•	

Made in Germany•	
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Premium

The premium version of Bella 
Donna Jersey – something very 
special made even better.

Elegance, functionality

24 colours in stock for standard •	
mattresses
Non-standard size service for •	
box-spring mattresses, toppers, 
duo beds and individual bespoke 
orders

Exclusive

Part of our range for over 
20 years and our top seller. Bella 
Donna Jersey provides restful 
sleep for years to come.

Functionality, 
outstanding look

54 colours in stock for standard •	
and box-spring mattresses, and 
toppers
Non-standard size service for •	
duo beds and individual bespoke 
orders

Long-staple cotton, supercombed•	
Two-ply yarn•	
Gassed•	
Mercerised•	
Double-plated elastane•	
Aloe vera & silk proteins•	

Silky feel & fine sheen•	
Extremely fine, uniform •	
loop structure
Uniquely heavy, opaque •	
and robust jersey
Brilliant colours through •	
mercerisation

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	
No pilling, colourfast and exceptionally long lifespan•	
Optimum mattress fit thanks to high elasticity and recovery•	
Exceptionally wide range of colours and sizes always in stock•	

OekoTex – Standard 100•	
Made in Germany•	

Long-staple cotton, supercombed•	
Two-ply yarn•	
Gassed•	
Double-plated elastane•	
Aloe vera & silk proteins•	

Fine feel and subtle sheen•	
Very thick and uniform knit•	
Uniquely heavy, opaque •	
and robust jersey



Deluxe

Entry model into the world of 
luxury fitted sheets. Sets a high 
benchmark of very reliable quality 
at an attractive price.

Functionality

54 colours in stock for standard •	
mattresses
15 colours in stock for box-spring •	
mattresses and toppers
Non-standard size service for •	
duo beds (individually adjustable 
mattresses)

Medium-staple cotton, combed•	
Fine compact yarn•	
Double-plated elastane•	

Pleasantly soft, airy quality•	
Somewhat lighter, opaque, •	
robust sheet

97% compact cotton yarn
3% elastane
Combed



Superior

Our upper mid-range fitted sheet, 
the Bella Sephina lies between 
Bella Donna Jersey and Bella 
Gracia in quality.

Functionality

36 colours in stock for •	
standard mattresses

Medium-staple cotton, combed•	
High-quality compact yarn•	
Double-plated elastane•	

Pleasantly soft feel•	
Fine knit•	
Medium weight, opaque, •	
high-quality jersey

96% compact cotton yarn
4% elastane
Combed

96% long-staple cotton yarn
4% elastane
Mercerised, supercombed, gassed
With aloe vera & silk proteins

97% % long-staple cotton yarn
3% elastane
Supercombed, gassed
With aloe vera & silk proteins



prOtective cOvers
Healthy sleep needs the right environment. Protecting your mattress from moisture, 
dirt and skin particles promotes a hygienic sleeping environment, in which you feel 
comfortable and can enjoy restorative sleep. Protective covers also protect the mattress 
from unattractive stains and odours, resulting in a much longer mattress lifespan. 
Our high-quality, functional protective covers for mattresses possess many different 
properties to cater for different consumer demands. What they all have in common 
is their practical fitted sheet format: the protective cover wraps tightly around the 
mattress and does not bulk up under the overlying fitted sheet.

Good to know: our protective covers are available for standard and box-spring 
mattresses, as well as for toppers, duo beds (individually adjustable mattresses) 
and as individual bespoke orders.



Reliable moisture protection: 
satinesse prOtect

The protective cover with a 3D structure: 
satinesse air
Thanks to the special 3D structure of this hard-wearing, elastic fabric, 
a constant air buffer and ventilation openings in the lying surface ensure 
air circulation even under your body. This avoids accumulation of 
moisture and balances temperature. Your sleeping environment remains 
fresh, dry and at a comfortable temperature at all times.

Water-resistant finish – moisture cannot penetrate •	
Pronounced point elasticity ensures greater resting comfort•	

Also available as a pillow protector•	

Satinesse Air is also available with a silver finish for extra hygiene and 
freshness. Silver offers reliable protection against bacteria and other 
microorganisms, and has been used in medical applications for many 
years. The effect is based on a continuous release of silver ions that 
reside in the interstitial spaces of the yarn and are permanently bonded 
to the fabric of the protective cover by strong attraction forces. This 
ensures the effect persists, even after multiple washes.

The breathable, moisture-resistant polymer membrane of this protective 
cover prevents moisture from reaching your mattress and offers reliable 
protection against dust mites. It does so by establishing a physical barrier 
between mattress and occupant, thus effectively breaking the food chain of 
the dust mite, as skin particles can no longer reach the mattress. 

A cotton cover over the elastic polymer membrane provides a pleasant 
surface on which to lie. An additional biocidal treatment helps prevent un-
pleasant odours and provides additional defence against dust mites.

Water-resistant, breathable polymer membrane•	

Ideal for allergy sufferers•	

60% polyester
40% lyocell
Jersey sides:
97% cotton
3% elastane

50% cotton
50% polyester
Jersey sides:
96% cotton
4% elastane

What all our protective covers for mattresses have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

Fitted sheet format with elasticated edge – easy to fit •	

with no visible edges on the lying surface

Excellent fit •	
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For a pleasantly dry sleeping environment: 
Bella dOnna edel-MOltOn (Fine Flannelette)

Active hygiene protection with 
the functional fibre Tencel®: 
Bella dOnna cliMa

82% lyocell (Tencel®)
16% polyester
2% elastane
100% Tencel® terry surface

82% cotton
16% polyester
2% elastane
100% napped cotton

The 100% Tencel® terry surface of this protective cover provides effective mois-
ture management. Tencel® is a natural cellulose fibre that has excellent moisture 
absorbing qualities. It stores moisture at night and releases it back into the air 
during the day. A Bella Donna Clima mattress protector thus ensures a healthy, 
dry bed and keeps away dust mites, bacteria and unpleasant odours.

Natural hygienic protection and moisture management with Tencel® •	
Tencel® is derived from wood, making it sustainable and fully biodegradable•	
Also available as a pillow protector•	

Bella Donna Edel-Molton is made from fine flannelette, protecting your 
mattress from dirt and stains, and ensuring a pleasantly dry sleeping 
environment. The long-napped cotton is cosy, soft and extremely absor-
bent. Perspiration is absorbed and the cotton has temperature regulating 
properties.

Long napped cotton pile•	
Soft and cosy, with temperature regulating properties•	

What all our protective covers for mattresses have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

Fitted sheet format with elasticated edge – easy to fit •	

with no visible edges on the lying surface

Excellent fit •	

What all our protective covers for mattresses have in common:

First-class fabrics, high-quality finish•	

Fitted sheet format with elasticated edge – easy to fit •	

with no visible edges on the lying surface

Excellent fit •	
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clima edel-molton

In a nutshell

Moisture resistance

Incontinence

Breathability

Warming

Temperature balance

Air permeability

Protection for the mattress

Moisture management

Absorbency

Allergy sufferers
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Special features

Focus

features

Our luxury model

Permanent air buffer thanks to 
3D loop structure, Formesse logo 
interwoven on lying surface

Thermal balance•	
Moisture management•	
Pressure equalisation•	

Reliable mattress protection, 
especially for allergy sufferers

Biocidal treatment reduces odours 
and protects against dust mites,
moisture-resistant yet breathable 
polymer membrane

Water-resistant•	
Hygienic protection•	

For a dry, healthy sleeping 
environment

With Tencel®
Natural hygienic protection against 
dust mites, etc.

Natural hygienic protection•	
Moisture management•	

Pleasantly soft and absorbent 
cotton-based fabric

High elasticity and recovery,  
long-napped flannelette

Absorbency•	
Elasticity•	
Easy-care•	

Care

Material thickness

Complete mattress 
cover possible?

Pillowcases

Do not boil
Line dry

medium

no

See price list, with zip

Do not boil
Tumble-dry on lowest setting

low

yes

no

Do not boil
Tumble-dry on lowest setting

low

no

See price list, with zip

Do not boil
Tumble-dry on lowest setting

medium

no

no

In a nutshell

Moisture resistance

Incontinence

Breathability

Warming

Temperature balance

Air permeability

Protection for the mattress

Moisture control

Absorbency

Allergy sufferers

Special features

Focus

features

Care

Material thickness

Complete mattress 
cover possible?

Pillowcases

All protective covers provide: Impeccable quality•	
Optimum mattress fit thanks to fitted sheet format with elasticated edge•	

OekoTex Standard  100•	
Made in Germany •	
(Satinesse Protect = Made in Europe)

Made from Made from82% cotton
16% polyester
2% elastane
100% cotton napping

82% lyocell (Tencel®)
16% polyester
2% elastane
100% Tencel® terry surface

60% polyester
40% lyocell

50% cotton 
50% polyester

 less suitable  moderately suitable  very suitable  extremely suitablefeatures key:
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protective covers



pillOwcases
A perfect match for our fitted sheets and protective covers – 
for pillows of all shapes and sizes.



Brighten up your bedroom: Bella Donna Interlock 
Jersey pillowcases in a whole host of brilliant colours are 
a pleasure to behold. Every Bella Donna pillowcase is 
made from the finest elaborately finished, double-knitted 
cotton jersey. The fabric is beautifully soft and supple, 
making the pillowcase easy to care for and ironing unne-
cessary. A practical zip is concealed behind a flap.

Thanks to the special 3D structure of this hard-wearing, 
flexible fabric, a constant air buffer and ventilation 
openings in the pillow lying surface ensure air circula-
tion even under your body. This avoids accumulation 
of moisture and balances temperature. Your sleeping 
environment remains fresh, dry and at a comfortable 
temperature at all times.

The 100% Tencel® terry surface of the Bella Donna Clima 
pillow protector offers an effective climate control con-
cept. Tencel® is a natural cellulose fibre with excellent 
moisture absorbing qualities. It stores moisture at night 
and releases it back into the air during the day. A Bella 
Donna Clima pillow protector thus ensures a healthy, 
dry bed and keeps away dust mites, bacteria and un-
pleasant odours.

Our fitted pillowcases in the popular, opaque and 
stretchy Bella Donna quality fit your therapeutic pillow 
without a wrinkle and adapt flexibly to different pillow 
shapes. Designed like a fitted sheet for mattresses, this 
pillowcase adapts perfectly to the shape of the pillow 
thanks to its high-quality, all-round elasticated edge.

Made from 100% long-staple, mercerised cotton. 
Available in 27 colours to match our range of high-quality 
fitted sheets – for perfectly combined bed linen.

This protective cover for pillows with a 3D mesh structure 
combines thermal balance, moisture control and pressure 
equalisation in a single product.

High-performance pillow protector with the functional 
fibre Tencel®. Natural hygienic protection against dust 
mites, bacteria and unpleasant odours – for an excep- 
tionally healthy sleeping environment.

Soft, fine and stretchy – the flexible fitted pillowcase for 
all neck support pillows. Made from high-quality cotton. 
Gloriously soft with an attractive sheen thanks to added 
aloe vera and silk proteins.

With a fine sheen: 
Bella donna interlock 
Jersey pillowcase

3D high-tech fabric: 
satinesse air 
pillow protector

Active with Tencel®: 
Bella donna clima 
pillow protector

Flexibility for all: 
Bella donna Jersey 
fitted pillowcase

In 27 colours and many different sizes always in stock•	

No pilling thanks to compact yarn of very long •	

cotton fibres

Long-lasting thanks to mercerisation and a high-grade •	

finish, retains shape and sheen

Water-resistant finish – moisture cannot •	

penetrate

Ventilation with 3D high-tech material•	

High resting comfort thanks to pronounced •	

point elasticity of the fabric

Healthier sleep thanks to a clean sleep •	

environment

Natural hygienic protection and moisture •	

management with Tencel® 

Tencel® is derived from wood, making it •	

sustainable and fully biodegradable 

No pilling thanks to extremely long-staple •	

cotton fibres and additional gassing

Soft and smooth with added aloe vera and •	

silk proteins

Heavy, opaque quality•	

100% long-staple cotton yarn 
Mercerised

60% polyester 
40% lyocell

82% lyocell (Tencel®)
16% polyester
2% elastane
100% Tencel® terry surface

97% long-staple cotton yarn 
3% elastane
Supercombed, gassed
With aloe vera & silk proteins
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Summer blanket
Refreshing sleep on hot summer nights – made from high-quality
cotton with Tencel® climate concept.



For those who have always dreamt of refreshing sleep on hot summer nights, the dream is now a 
reality. Thanks to the natural cellulose fibre Tencel®, the Bella Donna Summer Blanket incorpo-
rates a sophisticated climate control concept to ensure pleasant temperatures and a dry sleeping 
environment. Its incredible functional fibres ensure that the summer blanket effectively absorbs 
moisture, reducing bacteria and unpleasant odours. The inner side of the summer blanket is made 
from high-quality cotton jersey, naturally enriched with aloe vera and silk proteins.

The Bella Donna Summer Blanket is designed to be used without a cover. It makes an attractive 
addition to any bedroom and is also a great cosy blanket for snuggling up on the sofa.

And best of all: thanks to its easily manageable size, it is also the ideal travelling companion 
on journeys.

Keeps you cool on hot summer nights: 
Bella donna summer Blanket

What characterises the Bella Donna Summer Blanket:

Tencel® climate concept•	

Pleasantly lightweight material•	

Easy-care – no cover necessary, washable, suitable for tumble-drying.•	

Tencel® is derived from wood, making it sustainable and fully biodegradable•	

Also available as a summer pillowcase.

made from:
41% cotton yarn 
35% lyocell (Tencel®)
24% polyester (lining)
With aloe vera & silk proteins
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